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https://doi.org/10.1016/j.neuron.2020.10.013SUMMARYBehavioral control is not unitary. It comprises parallel systems, model based and model free, that respec-
tively generate flexible and habitual behaviors. Model-based decisions use predictions of the specific con-
sequences of actions, but how these are implemented in the brain is poorly understood. We used calcium
imaging and optogenetics in a sequential decision task for mice to show that the anterior cingulate cortex
(ACC) predicts the state that actions will lead to, not simply whether they are good or bad, and monitors
whether outcomes match these predictions. ACC represents the complete state space of the task, with
reward signals that depend strongly on the state where reward is obtained but minimally on the preceding
choice. Accordingly, ACC is necessary only for updatingmodel-based strategies, not for basic reward-driven
action reinforcement. These results reveal that ACC is a critical node in model-based control, with a specific
role in predicting future states given chosen actions.INTRODUCTION
Behavior is not a unitary phenomenon but rather is determined by
partly parallel control systems that use different computational
principles to evaluate choices (Balleine and Dickinson, 1998;
Daw et al., 2005; Dolan and Dayan, 2013). A model-based
controller learns to predict the specific consequences of actions
(i.e., thestatesand rewards they immediately lead to)andevaluates
their long-run utility by simulating behavioral trajectories. This con-
fersbehavioral flexibility, as thedistant implicationsofnew informa-
tion can be evaluated using the model rather than learned through
trial and error. However, the required simulations are computation-
ally expensive and slow.Well-practiced actions in familiar environ-
ments are instead controlled by a habitual system, thought to
involve model-free reinforcement learning (RL) (Sutton and Barto,
1998). This uses reward prediction errors to cache preferences be-
tween actions, allowing quick and computationally cheap decision
making, at the cost of reduced behavioral flexibility.
Though model-based decision making is fundamental to flex-
ible behavior, its implementation in the brain remains poorly un-Neuron 109, 149–163, J
This is an open access article undderstood. Mechanistically dissecting model-based control ne-
cessitates dissociating it from simpler model-free systems.
This requires tasks in which each system recommends a
different course of action. Historically, tasks that achieved this,
such as outcome devaluation (Adams and Dickinson, 1981),
were poorly suited to neurophysiology as they generated only
a limited number of informative trials. More recently, sequential
decision tasks for humans have been developed that disambig-
uate model-based and model-free control in a stable way over
many trials. The most popular of these is the so-called two-
step task (Daw et al., 2011), which has been used to probemech-
anisms of model-based RL (Daw et al., 2011; Wunderlich et al.,
2012; Smittenaar et al., 2013; Doll et al., 2015), arbitration be-
tween controllers (Keramati et al., 2011; Lee et al., 2014; Doll
et al., 2016), and behavioral differences in psychiatric disorders
(Sebold et al., 2014; Voon et al., 2015; Gillan et al., 2016). The
original version of the task has also been adapted in work with
rats and non-human primates (Miller et al., 2017; Dezfouli and
Balleine, 2017; Hasz and Redish, 2018; Miranda et al., 2019;
Groman et al., 2019).anuary 6, 2021 ª 2020 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. 149
er the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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OPEN ACCESS ArticleBuilding on this work, we developed a novel two-step task for
mice designed to dissociate state prediction from reward predic-
tion in neural activity and model-based from model-free control
in behavior. The task was additionally designed to prevent sub-
jects from using alternative strategies that can otherwise compli-
cate the interpretation of two-step task behavior in extensively
trained animals (Akam et al., 2015).
We used this task to probe the involvement of the anterior
cingulate cortex (ACC) in model-based decision making. The
ACC is a critical contributor to reward guided decision making
(Rushworth and Behrens, 2008; Heilbronner and Hayden,
2016) and is particularly associated with monitoring the out-
comes of actions to update behavior (Hadland et al., 2003; Ken-
nerley et al., 2006; Rudebeck et al., 2008). Diverse theoretical ac-
counts have been offered for ACC function (Ebitz and Hayden,
2016), but an influential computational model proposes that
many of the underlying observations can be accounted for by
ACC generating precisely the type of specific action-outcome
predictions required for model-based RL (Alexander and Brown,
2011). However, despite evidence suggestive of ACC’s involve-
ment in model-based reinforcement (Daw et al., 2011; Cai and
Padoa-Schioppa, 2012; Karlsson et al., 2012; O’Reilly et al.,
2013; Doll et al., 2015; Huang et al., 2020), tasks designed to
dissociate model-based and model-free control have not to
our knowledge been combined with single-unit recordings or
causal manipulations in ACC.
Combining a sequential decision task with calcium imaging
and optogenetics, our data demonstrate a rich set of task repre-
sentations in ACC, including action-state predictions and sur-
prise signals, and a causal role in using observed action-state
transitions to guide subsequent choices. These results reveal
that ACC is a critical component of the model-based controller
and uncover a neural basis for predicting future states given cho-
sen actions.
RESULTS
A Novel Two-Step Task with Transition Probability
Reversals
As in the original two-step task (Daw et al., 2011), our task con-
sisted of a choice between two ‘‘first-step’’ actions that led prob-
abilistically to one of two ‘‘second-step’’ states in which reward
could be obtained. Each first-step action commonly led to one
second-step state and rarely to the other. However, whereas in
the original task these action-state transition probabilities were
constant, we introduced occasional reversals in the transition
probabilities (i.e., transitions that were previously common
became rare and vice versa).
Transition probability reversals have two desirable conse-
quences. First, if both reward and action-state transition proba-
bilities change independently over time, it is possible to disso-
ciate state prediction and reward prediction in neural activity.
Second, reversals in the transition probabilities prevent subjects
from using habit-like strategies consisting of mappings from the
second-step state in which rewards have recently been obtained
to specific actions at the first step. This can in principle generate
behavior that looks very similar to model-based control, despite
not using forward planning (Akam et al., 2015). Transition prob-150 Neuron 109, 149–163, January 6, 2021ability reversals break the long-run predictive relationship be-
tween where rewards are obtained and which first-step action
is correct, preventing these strategies while still permitting
model-based RL. We directly compared versions of the task
with fixed and changing action-state transition probabilities (Fig-
ure S1) and found that subject’s behavior was radically different
in each, suggesting that they recruit different strategies.
To simplify the task for mice, we used a single action available
in each second-step state rather than the choice between two
actions in the original task. We also increased the contrast be-
tween good and bad options, as in the original task the stochas-
ticity of state transitions and reward probabilities causes both
model-based and model-free control to obtain rewards at a
rate negligibly different from random choice at the first step
(Akam et al., 2015; Kool et al., 2016). To promote task engage-
ment, we therefore used a block-based reward probability distri-
bution rather than the random walks used in the original and
increased the probability of common relative to rare state
transitions.
We physically implemented the task using a set of four nose-
poke ports: top and bottom ports in the center, flanked by left
and right ports (Figure 1A). Each trial started with the central ports
lighting up, requiring a choice between top and bottom ports. The
choice of a central port led probabilistically to a ‘‘left-active’’ or
‘‘right-active’’ state, in which respectively the left or right port
was illuminated. The subject then poked the illuminated left or
right port to gain a probabilistic water reward (Figures 1A and
1B). Pokes to non-illuminated ports were ignored, so at the first
step only pokes to the top or bottom ports, and at the second
step only pokes to the illuminated side port, affected the task. A
1 second inter-trial interval started when the subject exited the
side port. Subjects rarely poked either side port at the time of
first-step choice, or the inactive side port at the second step (Fig-
ure S2), indicating that they understood the trial structure.
Each block was defined by the state of both the reward and
transition probabilities (Figure 1C). There were three possible
states of the reward probabilities for the left/right ports: respec-
tively good/bad, neutral/neutral, and bad/good, where good/
neutral/bad reward probabilities were 0.8/0.4/0.2. There were
two possible states of the transition probabilities: top/ left/bot-
tom / right and top / right/bottom / left (Figure 1C), where,
for example, top / right indicates that the top port commonly
(0.8 of trials) led to the right port and rarely (0.2 of trials) to the
left port. At block transitions, the reward and/or transition prob-
abilities changed (see STAR Methods). Reversals in which first-
step action (top or bottom) had higher reward probability could
therefore occur because of reversals in either the reward or tran-
sition probabilities. Block transitions were triggered on the basis
of a behavioral criterion (see STAR Methods) that resulted in
block lengths of 63.6 ± 31.7 (mean ± SD) trials.
Subjects learned the task in 3 weeks with minimal shaping and
performed an average of 576 ± 174 (mean ± SD) trials per day
thereafter (Table 1). Our behavioral dataset used data from day
22 of training onward (n = 17 mice, 400 sessions, 230,237 trials).
Subjects trackedwhich first-step action had higher reward prob-
ability (Figures 1D and 1E), choosing the correct option at the end
of non-neutral blocks with probability 0.68 ± 0.03 (mean ± SD).
Choice probabilities adapted faster following reversals in the










1 10 0.9/0.1 first 40 trials all rewarded,
subsequently 0.9/0.1
2–4 10 0.9/0.1 0.9/0.1
5–6 6.5 0.9/0.1 0.9/0.1
7–8 4 0.9/0.1 0.9/0.1
9–12 4 0.8/0.2 0.9/0.1
R13 4 0.8/0.2 0.8/0.2






Bias: top/bottom choose top-poke
Bias: clockwise/
counterclockwise
choose top if previous trial ended at
left poke, bottom if at right
Choice repeat choice
Correct repeat correct choice
Outcome repeat rewarded choice
Transition repeat choice followed by common transition
Transition-outcome
interaction
repeat choice followed by rewarded common
and non-rewarded rare transitions
RL Model Variables
r reward (0 or 1)
c choice taken at first step (top or
bottom poke)
c0 choice not taken at first step (top or
bottom poke)
s second-step state (left-active or right-active)
s0 state not reached at second step
(left-active or right-active)
Qmf(c) model-free action value for choice c
Qmo(c,st1) motor-level model-free action value for
choice c following second-step state st1
Qmb(c) model-based value of choice c
V(s) value of state s
P(s|c) estimated transition probability
of reaching state s after choice c
c choice history
mð st1Þ motor action history (i.e., choice history
following second-step state st1)
RL Model Parameters
aQ value learning rate
fQ value forgetting rate
l eligibility trace parameter
aT transition learning rate
fT transition forgetting rate
ac learning rate for choice perseveration
am learning rate for motor-level perseveration
Gmf model-free action value weight
Gmo motor-level model-free action value weight
Gmb model-based action value weight
Bc choice bias (top/bottom)
Br rotational bias (clockwise/counterclockwise)
Pc choice perseveration strength
Pm motor-level perseveration strength
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OPEN ACCESSArticleaction-state transition probabilities (exponential fit tau = 17.6 tri-
als), compared with reversals in the reward probabilities (tau =
22.7 trials, p = 0.009, bootstrap test; Figure 1E).
Reaction times to enter the second-step port were faster
following common than rare transitions (p = 2.8 3 108, paired
t test) (Figure 1F). However, in our task (unlike the original),
the motor action associated with a given second-step state
is fixed, and hence second-step reaction time differences
may reflect preparatory activity at the motor level and so
may not provide strong evidence about subjects’ decision
strategy.
TheNovel TaskDisambiguatesModel-Based andModel-
Free Control in Mice
To assess ACC’s involvement in model-based and model-free
control, we require that the task recruit both systems and disam-
biguate the contribution of each to behavior. In the original two-
step task, the contribution of each systems can be assessed by
examining the so-called stay probabilities of repeating the first-
step choice as a function of subsequent trial events. Model-
based control causes the interaction of state transition (common
or rare) and outcome (rewarded or not) to determine stay proba-
bilities (Daw et al., 2011). This is because rewards following com-
mon transitions promote repeating the same choice on the next
trial, but rewards following rare transitions increase the value of
the state commonly accessed via the not-chosen first-step ac-
tion and hence promote switching. Model-free control by
contrast causes the outcome, but not transition, to determine
stay probabilities, because rewards directly reinforce actions
that precede them irrespective of the transition that occurred.
We expect this picture to be somewhat different in the present
task. In the original two-step task, it is assumed that subjects do
not update their estimates of the transition probabilities in light of
experienced state transitions, because the transition probabili-
ties are fixed, and subjects are explicitly told this. In our task
the transition probabilities change over time, so a model-based
controller must update transition probability estimates on the ba-
sis of experience. We have previously shown that when such
model learning is included, the influence of transition-outcome
interaction on stay probability is reduced, but common transi-
tions themselves become reinforcing (Akam et al., 2015). This
is because a model-based agent chooses the first-step action
it believes will reach the better of the two second-step states.
Common transitions confirm the agent in its belief that the cho-sen action reaches the desired state, while rare transitions
make it appear more likely that the not-chosen action reaches




Figure 1. Two-Step Task with Transition Probability Reversals
(A) Diagram of apparatus and trial events.
(B) State diagram of task. Reward and transition probabilities are indicated for one of the six possible block types.
(C) Block structure; left side shows the three possible states of the reward probabilities, right side shows the two possible states of the transition probabilities.
(D) Example session. Top panel: exponential moving average (tau = 8 trials) of choices. Horizontal gray bars show blocks, with correct choice (top, bottom, or
neutral) indicated by y position of bars. Middle panel: reward probabilities in left-active (red) and right-active (blue) states. Bottom panel: transition probabilities
linking first-step actions (top, bottom pokes) to second-step states (left/right active).
(E) Choice probability trajectories around reversals. Pale blue line, average trajectory; dark blue line, exponential fit; shaded area, cross-subject SD. Left panel:
reversals in reward probability; right panel: reversals in transition probabilities.









Figure 2. Stay Probability and Logistic Regression Analyses
(A–C) Mouse behavior. (A) Stay probability analysis showing the fraction of trials the subject repeated the same choice following each combination of trial
outcome (rewarded [1] or not [0]) and transition (common [C] or rare [R]). Error bars show cross-subject SEM. (B) Logistic regression model fit predicting choice as
a function of the previous trial’s events. Predictor loadings plotted are outcome (repeat choices following rewards), transition (repeat choices following common
transitions), and transition-outcome interaction (repeat choices following rewarded common transition trials and non-rewarded rare transition trials). Error bars
indicate 95%confidence intervals on the populationmean, dots indicate maximum aposteriori (MAP) subject fits. (C) Lagged logistic regressionmodel predicting
choice as a function of events over the previous 12 trials. Predictors are as in (B).
(legend continued on next page)
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OPEN ACCESS ArticleWe quantified how transition, outcome, and their interaction
predicted stay probability in the present task (Figure 2A) using
a logistic regression analysis (Figure 2B), with additional predic-
tors to capture choice biases and correct for cross-trial correla-
tions which can otherwise can give a misleading picture of how
trial events influence subsequent choice (Akam et al., 2015; Ta-
ble 2). Positive loading on the outcome predictor indicated that
reward was reinforcing (i.e., predicted staying) (p < 0.001, boot-
strap test). Positive loading on the transition predictor indicated
that common transitions were also reinforcing (p < 0.001), as ex-
pected for model-based control with transition probability
learning. Loading on the transition-outcome interaction predictor
was not significantly different from zero (p = 0.79). To understand
the implications of this, we simulated the behavior of a model-
based and a model-free RL agent, with the parameters of both
fit to the behavioral data, and ran the logistic regression analysis
on data simulated from both models (Figures 2D–2I). The RL
agents used in these simulations included forgetting about ac-
tions not taken and states not visited, as RL model comparison
indicated this greatly improved fits to mouse behavior (see
below). Data simulated from a model-free agent showed a large
loading on the outcome predictor (i.e., rewards were reinforcing)
but little loading on the transition predictor or transition-outcome
interaction predictors (Figure 2E). In contrast, data simulated
from the model-based agent showed a large loading on both
outcome and transition predictors (i.e., both rewards and com-
mon transitions were reinforcing) (Figure 2H) and a smaller
loading on the interaction predictor. Therefore, in our data the
transition predictor loaded closer to the model-based strategy,
and the interaction predictor loaded closer to the model-free
strategy.
The above analysis considers only the influence of the most
recent trial’s events on choice. However, the slow time course
of adaptation to reversals (Figure 1E) indicates that choices
must be influenced by a longer trial history. To better understand
these long-lasting effects, we used a lagged regression analysis
assessing how the current choice was influenced by past transi-
tions, outcomes, and their interaction (Figure 2C). Predictors
were coded such that a positive loading on, for example, the
outcome predictor at lag x indicates that reward on trial t
increased the probability of repeating the trial t choice at trial
t + x. Past outcomes significantly influenced current choice up
to lags of seven trials, with a smoothly decreasing influence at
larger lags. Past state transitions influenced the current choice
up to lags of four trials with, unexpectedly, a somewhat larger in-
fluence at lag 2 compared with lag 1. Also unexpectedly,
although the transition-outcome interaction on the previous trial
did not significantly influence the current choice, the interaction
at lag 2 and earlier did, with the strongest effect at lag 2.
To understand how these patterns relate to RL strategy, we
analyzed the behavior of model-based and model-free agents
using the lagged regression (Figures 2F and 2I). Subjects
behavior did not closely resemble either pure strategy, nor did(D–F) As (A)–(C) but for data simulated from a model-free RL agent with forgettin
(G–I) As (A)–(C) but for data simulated from a model-based RL agent with forgett
(J–L) As (A)–(C) but for data simulated from the best fitting RL model found by m
Parameters for all RL model simulations were obtained by fits of the RL models
154 Neuron 109, 149–163, January 6, 2021it appear to be a simple mixture, suggesting the presence of
additional features. To assess how behavior diverged from these
models, we performed an in-depth model comparison, detailed
in Figure S3. The best fitting model used a mixture of model-
based and model-free control but also incorporated additional
features not typically used to model two-step task behavior:
forgetting about values and state transitions for not-chosen ac-
tions, perseveration effects spanning multiple trials, and repre-
sentation of actions both at the level of the choice they represent
(e.g., top port) and themotor action they require (e.g., left port/
top port). Taken together, the additional features substantially
improved fit quality (D integrated Bayes information criterion
[iBIC] = 11,018), and data simulated from the best fitting RL
model better matched mouse behavior (Figures 2J–2L). These
data indicate that the novel task recruits both model-based
andmodel-free RLmechanisms, providing a tool for mechanistic
investigation into mechanism of flexible and automatic behavior
in the mouse.
ACC Activity Represents the Task State-Action Space,
and Reward Is Contextualized by State
We expressed GCaMP6f in ACC pyramidal neurons under the
CaMKII promotor and imaged calcium activity through a gradient
refractive index (GRIN) lens using a miniature fluorescence mi-
croscope (n = 4 mice, 21 sessions, 2,385 neurons, 3,732 trials)
(Ghosh et al., 2011). Constrained non-negative matrix factoriza-
tion for endoscope data (CNMF-E) (Zhou et al., 2018) was used
to extract activity traces for individual neuron from the micro-
scope video (Figure 3B). All subsequent analyses used the de-
convolved activity inferred by CNMF-E. Activity was sparse,
with an average event rate of 0.12 Hz across the recorded pop-
ulation (Figure 3C). We aligned activity across trials by time-
warping the interval between the first-step choice and second-
step port entry (labeled ‘‘outcome’’ in figures, as this is when
outcome information becomes available) to match the median
interval (Figure S4). Activity prior to choice and following
outcome was not time warped.
Different populations of neurons participated at different time
points across the trial (Figure 3D; Figure S5). Many ACC neurons
ramped up activity over the 1,000 ms preceding the first step-
choice, peaking at choice time and being largely silent following
trial outcome. Other neurons were active in the period between
choice and outcome, and yet others were active immediately
following trial outcome. Individual neurons showed strong tuning
to trial events, particularly the choice and second-step state, and
to conjunctions of choice and second step or second step and
outcome (Figure S5).
To characterize how the population represented events in the
present trial, we used a linear regression predicting the activity of
each neuron at each time point as a function of the choice (top or
bottom), second-step state (left or right), and outcome (re-
warded or not) that occurred on the trial, as well as the interac-
tions between these events. This and later analyses includedg and multi-trial perseveration.
ing and multi-trial perseveration.
odel comparison.





Figure 3. Two-Step ACC Calcium Imaging
(A) Example GRIN lens placement in ACC.
(B) Fluorescence signal from a neuronal region of interest (ROI) identified by CNMF-E (top panel, blue) and fitted trace (orange) due to the inferred deconvolved
neuronal activity (bottom panel).
(C) Histogram showing the distribution of average event rates across the population of recorded neurons. Events were defined as any video frame on which the
inferred activity was non-zero.
(D) Average trial aligned activity for all recorded neurons, sorted by the time of peak activity. No normalization was applied to the activity. The gray bars under (D),
(E), and (G) between choice and outcome indicate the time period that was warped to align trials of different duration.
(E) Regression analysis predicting activity on each trial from a set of predictors coding the choice (top or bottom), second step (left or right), outcome (rewarded or
not) that occurred in each trial, and their interactions. Lines show the population coefficient of partial determination (CPD) as a function of time relative to trial
events. Circles indicate where CPD is significantly higher than expected by chance, assessed by permutation test with Benjamini-Hochberg correction for
comparison at multiple time points.
(F) Representation of the second-step state before and after the trial outcome. Points show second-step predictor loadings for individual neurons at a time point
halfway between choice and outcome (x axis) and a time point 250 ms after trial outcome (y axis).
(G) Time course of pre- and post-outcome representations of second-step state, obtained by projecting the second step predictor loadings at each time point
onto the pre- and post-outcome second-step representations. The red and blue triangles indicate the time points used to define the projection vectors.
(legend continued on next page)
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types (n = 3 mice, 11 sessions, 1,314 neurons, 2,671 trials), as
in some imaging sessions with few blocks and trials there was
no coverage of trial types that occur infrequently in those blocks.
We evaluated the population coefficient of partial determination
(i.e., the fraction of variance across the population uniquely ex-
plained by each predictor) as a function of time relative to trial
events (Figure 3E). Representation of choice ramped up
smoothly over the second preceding the choice, then decayed
smoothly until approximately 500 ms after trial outcome. Repre-
sentation of second-step state increased rapidly following the
choice, peaked at second-step port entry, then decayed over
the second following the outcome and was the strongest repre-
sented trial event.
As partially distinct populations of neurons were active before
and after trial outcome (Figures 3D and S5), we asked whether
the population representation of second-step state was different
at these two time points. We plotted the second-step state
regression weights for each neuron at a time point mid-way be-
tween choice and outcome (whichwe term the pre-outcome rep-
resentation of second-step state) against the weights 250 ms af-
ter outcome (the post-outcome representation) (Figure 3F).
These pre- and post-outcome representations were uncorre-
lated (R2 = 0.0033), indicating that although second-step state
was strongly represented at both times, the representations
were orthogonal and involved different populations of neurons.
To evaluate the time course of these two representations, we
projected the second-step state regression weights at each
time point across the trial onto the two representations (Fig-
ure 3G), using cross-validation to give an unbiased time course
estimates. The pre-outcome representation of second-step
state peaked shortly before second-step port entry and decayed
rapidly afterward, while the post-outcome representation
peaked shortly after trial outcome and persisted for 500 ms.
Representation of the trial outcome ramped up following
receipt of outcome information (Figure 3E), accompanied by an
initially equally strong representation of the interaction between
trial outcome and second-step state. This interaction indicates
that the representation of trial outcome depended strongly on
the state in which the outcome was received, and individual neu-
rons which differentiated between reward and non-reward
tended to do so only in one of the two second-step states (Fig-
ure S5). To assess this in more detail, we ran a version of the
regression analysis with separate predictors for outcomes
received at the left and right ports, and plotted the left and right
outcome regression weights 250 ms after outcome against each
other (Figure 3H). Representations of trial outcome obtained at
the left and right ports were orthogonal (R2 = 0.0024), indicating
that although ACC carried information about reward, reward rep-
resentations were specific to the state where the reward was
received.
The evolving representation of trial events can be visualized by
projecting the average neuronal activity for each trial type(H) Representation of trial outcomes (reward or not) obtained at the left and right
outcome in a regression analysis in which outcomes at the left and right poke we
shown in (E) except that the outcome and second-step x outcome predictors wer
non-reward in trials that reached the left or right second-step state, respectively
156 Neuron 109, 149–163, January 6, 2021(defined by choice, second-step state, and outcome) into the
low dimensional space that captures the greatest variance be-
tween different trial types (see STAR Methods) (Figure 4). The
first three principal components (PCs) of this space were domi-
nated by representation of choice and second-step state (Fig-
ures 4A and 4B), with different trial outcomes being most
strongly differentiated in PC4 and PC5 (Figure 4C). Prior to the
choice, trajectories diverged along an axis capturing choice
selectivity (PC2). Following the choice, trajectories for different
second-step states diverged first along one axis (PC3), then
along a second axis (PC1), confirming that two orthogonal repre-
sentations of second-step state occur in a sequence spanning
the time period from choice through trial outcome.
To quantify how accurately ACC activity differentiated be-
tween task states, we decoded which of ten different locations
in the task’s state-action space neuronal activity came from, us-
ing a multinomial logistic regression. Locations were defined by
time point in the trial (pre-choice, post-choice, and post-
outcome) and the trial’s choice, second step, and outcome (Fig-
ure 4D). The analysis combined activity from 1,053 neurons from
the nine sessions in which each location was visited at least ten
times, yielding a cross-validated decoding accuracy of 95%
(Figure 4E), where chance level is 10%. These data show that
ACC activity represents the full set of trial events that constitute
the state-action space of the task.
ACC Represents Model-Based Decision Variables
Model-based RL uses predictions of the specific consequences
of action (i.e., the states that actions lead to) to compute their
values. Therefore if ACC implements model-based computa-
tions, we expect to see predictions of future state given chosen
action and surprise signals if these predictions are violated, both
of which require knowledge of the current configuration of the
transition probabilities linking first-step actions to second-step
states.
We therefore asked how ACC activity was affected by the
changing transition probabilities mapping the first-step actions
to second-step states and reward probabilities in the second-
step states. Because of the limited number of blocks that sub-
jects performed in imaging sessions, we performed separate
regression analyses for sessions for which we have sufficient
coverage of the different states of the transition probabilities
(Figure 5A; n = 3 mice, 5 sessions, 589 neurons, 1,252 trials)
and reward probabilities (Figure 5B; n = 3 mice, 10 sessions,
1,152 neurons, 2,426 trials). These analyses predicted neuronal
activity as a function of events in the current trial, the state of
the transition or reward probabilities respectively, and their inter-
actions. Though each analysis used only a subset of imaging
sessions, the representation of current trial events (Figures 5A
and 5B, top panels) was in both cases very similar to that for
the full dataset (Figure 3E). As both the transition and reward
probabilities determine which first-step action is correct, effects
common to these two analyses could in principle bemediated bypoke. Points show predictor loadings for individual neurons 250 ms after trial
re coded by separate predictors. The regression analysis was identical to that





Figure 4. ACC Represents the Full State-Action Space
(A–C) Projection of the average population activity for different trial types into the low-dimensional space that captures themost variance between trial types. Trial
typeswere defined by the eight combinations of choice, second step, and trial outcome. Letters on the trajectories indicate the trajectory start (S; 1,000ms before
choice), the choice (C), outcome (O), and trajectory end (E; 1,000 ms after outcome). (A) Three-dimensional plot showing projections onto first three principal
components. (B) Projection onto PC1 and PC2, which represent second-step and choice, respectively. (C) Projection onto PC4 and PC5, which differentiate trial
outcomes.
(D and E) Decoding analysis assessing how accurately ACC population activity differentiates between different locations in task’s state-action space. (D) Diagram
showing the ten different locations (red dots) in the tasks state-action space used in the decoding analysis. (E) Confusion matrix showing the cross-validated
probability of decoding each location given the actual location the activity was from.
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OPEN ACCESSArticlechanges in first-step action values rather than the reward or tran-
sition probabilities themselves, but effects that are specific to
one or other analysis cannot.
Representation of the current state of the transition probabilities
(Figure 5A, cyan), but not reward probabilities (Figure 5B, cyan),
ramped up prior to choice and was sustained through trial
outcome, though was significant only in the pre-choice period.
Representation of the predicted second-step state given the cur-
rentchoice (the interactionof thechoiceon thecurrent trialwith the
state of the transition probabilities) also ramped up prior to choice
(Figure 5A, gray), peaking around choice time. Though ACC
represented the interaction of choice with the reward probabilities
(Figure 5B, gray), the time course was different, with weak repre-
sentation prior to choice and a peak shortly before trial outcome.
Once the second-step state was revealed, ACC represented
whether the transition was common or rare (i.e., the interactionof the transition on the current trial with the state of the transition
probabilities) (Figure 5A, magenta). There was no representation
of the equivalent interaction of the transition on the current trial
with the state of the reward probabilities (Figure 5B, magenta).
Finally, ACC represented the interaction of the second-step state
reached on the current trial with both the transition and reward
probabilities, with both representations ramping up after the sec-
ond-step state was revealed and persisting till after trial outcome
(Figures 5A and 5B, yellow). The interaction of second-step state
with the transition probabilities corresponds to the action that
commonly leads to the second-step state reached, potentially
providing a substrate for model-based credit assignment. The
interaction of second-step state with the reward probabilities
corresponds to the predicted trial outcome (rewarded or not).
These data show that ACC represents a set of decision
variables required for model-based RL, including the currentNeuron 109, 149–163, January 6, 2021 157
A B
Figure 5. ACC Represents Model-Based Decision Variables
(A) Regression analysis predicting neuronal activity as a function of events in the current trial (top panel) and their interactionwith the transition probabilities (trans.
probs.) mapping the first-step choice to second-step (sec. step) states (bottom panel) for a subset of sessions with sufficient coverage of both states of the
transition probabilities. Predictors plotted in top panels are as in Figure 3E. Predictors plotted in the bottom panel are transition probabilities (which of the two
possible states the transition probabilities are in; see Figure 1C), common/rare transition (whether the transition on the current trial was common or rare, i.e., the
interaction of the transition on the current trial [e.g., top/ right] with the state of the transition probabilities), choice3 trans. probs. (the choice in the current trial
interacted with the state of the transition probabilities, i.e., the predicted second-step state given the current choice), and sec. step3 trans. probs. (the second-
step state reached on the current trial interacted with the state of the transition probabilities, i.e., the action which commonly leads to the second-step state
reached). Predictors shown in top and bottom panels of (A) were run as a single regression but plotted on separate axes for clarity. The gray bars between choice
and outcome indicate the time period that was warped to align trials of different length. Circles indicate where CPD is significantly higher than expected by
chance, assessed by permutation test with Benjamini-Hochberg correction for comparison at multiple time points.
(B) Regression analysis predicting neuronal activity as a function of events on the current trial (top panel) and their interaction with the reward probabilities in the
second-step states (bottom panel) for a subset of sessions with sufficient coverage of different states of the reward probabilities. Predictors plotted in the bottom
panel are reward probabilities (which of the three possible states the transition probabilities are in; see Figure 1C), transition 3 reward probs. (interaction of the
transition in the current trial with the state of the reward probabilities), choice3 reward probs. (the choice in the current trial interacted with the state of the reward
probabilities), and sec. step 3 trans. probs. (the second-step state reached in the current trial interacted with the state of the rewarded probabilities, i.e., the
expected outcome [rewarded or not]. Predictors shown in top and bottom panels of (B) were run as a single regression but plotted on separate axes for clarity.
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OPEN ACCESS Articleaction-state transition structure, the predicted state given cho-
sen action, and whether the observed state transition was ex-
pected or surprising.
Single-Trial Optogenetic Inhibition of ACC Impairs
Model-Based RL
To test whether ACC activity is necessary for model-based con-
trol, we silenced ACC neurons on individual trials using JAWS
(Chuong et al., 2014). An adeno-associated virus (AAV) viral vec-
tor expressing JAWS-GFP under the CaMKII promotor was in-
jected bilaterally into ACC of experimental animals (n = 11
mice, 192 sessions, 77,350 trials) (Figure S6), while GFP was ex-
pressed in control animals (n = 12mice, 197 sessions, 71,071 tri-
als). A red light-emitting diode (LED) was chronically implanted
above the cortical surface (Figure 6A). Electrophysiology
confirmed that red light (50 mW, 630 nM) from the implanted
LED robustly inhibited ACC neurons (Figure 6B; Kruskal-Wallis
p < 0.05 for 67 of 249 recorded cells). ACC neurons were in-
hibited on a randomly selected 1 of 6 trials, with a minimum of158 Neuron 109, 149–163, January 6, 20212 non-stimulated trials between each stimulation. Light was
delivered from the time when the subject entered the side port
and received the trial outcome until the time of the subsequent
choice (Figure 6C).
ACC inhibition reduced the influence of the state transition
(common or rare) on the subsequent choice (p = 0.007, Bonfer-
roni corrected for comparison of three predictors, stimulation-
by-group interaction p = 0.029, permutation test) (Figures 6D
and S5A). Stimulation did not affect how either the trial outcome
(p = 0.94, uncorrected) or the transition-outcome interaction (p =
0.90, uncorrected) influenced the subsequent choice. As the
transition predictor most strongly differentiates model-based
and model-free strategies (Figure 2), this selective effect is
consistent with disruptedmodel-based control. If this interpreta-
tion is correct, the effect should be stronger in those subjects
that rely more on model-based strategies. This was indeed the
case; the inhibition effect on the transition predictor strongly
correlated across subjects with the strength of model-based in-
fluence on their choices (Figure 6E; R = 0.91, p = 0.0001), as
A B C
D E
Figure 6. Optogenetic Inhibition of ACC in the Two-Step Task
(A) LED implant (left) and diagram showing implant mounted on head (right); red dots on diagram indicate location of virus injections.
(B) Normalized firing rate for significantly inhibited cells over 5 s illumination; dark blue line, median; shaded area, 25th to 75th percentiles.
(C) Timing of stimulation relative to trial events. Stimulation was delivered from trial outcome to subsequent choice.
(D) Logistic regression analysis of ACC inhibition data showing loadings for the outcome, transition, and transition-outcome interaction predictors for choices
made on stimulated (red) and non-stimulated (blue) trials. **Bonferroni-corrected p < 0.01 between stimulated and non-stimulated trials. Error bars indicate 95%
confidence intervals on the population mean, dots indicate maximum a posteriori (MAP) subject fits.
(E) Correlation across subjects between the strength of model-based influence on choice (assessed using the RL model’s model-based weight parameter, Gmb)
and the effect of optogenetic inhibition on the logistic regression model’s transition predictor.
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hibition sessions using a single set of parameters for all trials.
To further test the specificity of this association, we predicted
the strength of opto effect across subjects using a linear regres-
sion with a set of parameters from the RL model as predictors:
the model-based weight (Gmb), model-free weight (Gmf), motor-
level model-free weight (Gmo), and motor-perseveration strength
(Pm). Model-based weight predicted the strength of opto effect
on the transition predictor (p = 0.03), but none of the other pa-
rameters did (p > 0.45). These data, and an additional analysis
further ruling out motor-level effects (Figure S7B), support the
interpretation that inhibiting ACC blocked the influence of the
state-transition on subsequent choice by disrupting model-
based RL.
In both experimental and control groups, light stimulation
produced a bias toward the top poke, potentially reflecting an
orienting response (bias predictor p < 0.001, uncorrected).
Reaction times were not affected by light in either group (paired
t test, p > 0.36).
If ACC causally mediates model-based but not model-free
RL, inhibiting ACC in a task in which these strategies givesimilar recommendations should have little effect. To test
this, we performed the same ACC manipulation in a probabi-
listic reversal learning task, in which model-based and
model-free RL are expected to generate qualitatively similar
behavior (n = 10 JAWS mice, 202 sessions, 78,041 trials,
n = 10 GFP mice, 202 sessions, 67,009 trials; Figure S8). In-
hibiting ACC from trial outcome to subsequent choice pro-
duced a very subtle (but significant) reduction in the influence
of the most recent outcome on the subsequent choice (Fig-
ure S8D; permutation test p = 0.024, Bonferroni corrected
for six predictors, stimulation-by-group interaction p =
0.014). Directly comparing effect sizes between the two tasks
is challenging, because in the structurally simpler reversal
learning task, subjects adapt much faster to reversals (Figures
1E and S8C) and hence recent trials have a stronger influence
on choices. However, the small effect in the reversal learning
task relative to the influence of previous outcome on non-stim-
ulated trials, suggests that in this simpler task, in which
model-based and model-free RL both recommend repeating
rewarded choices, other regions could largely compensate
for ACC inhibition.Neuron 109, 149–163, January 6, 2021 159
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We developed a novel two-step decision task for mice that dis-
ambiguates state predictions from reward predictions in neural
activity and model-based from model-free control in behavior.
Calcium imaging indicated that ACC represented a set of vari-
ables required for model-based control: the state-action space
of the task, the current configuration of transition probabilities
linking actions to states, predicted future states given chosen
actions, and whether state transitions matched these predic-
tions. Consistent with these findings, optogenetic inhibition of
ACC on individual trials reduced the influence of action-state
transitions on subsequent choice, without affecting the direct re-
inforcing effect of reward. The strength of this inhibition effect
strongly correlated across subjects with their use of model-
based RL. These data suggest that the ACC is a critical controller
of model-based strategies and, more specifically, reveal that
the ACC is involved in predicting future states given chosen
actions.
We focused on the boundary between anterior cingulate re-
gions 24a and 24b and mid-cingulate regions 24a0 and 24b0
(Vogt and Paxinos, 2014). Though it has not to our knowledge
been studied in the context of distinguishing flexible and auto-
matic behaviors, there are anatomical and physiological reasons
for considering a role for this region in model-based control.
First, neurons in rat (Sul et al., 2010) and monkey (Ito et al.,
2003; Matsumoto et al., 2003; Kennerley et al., 2011; Cai and Pa-
doa-Schioppa, 2012) ACC carry information about chosen ac-
tions, reward, action values, and prediction errors during deci-
sion-making tasks. Where reward type (juice flavor) and size
were varied independently (Cai and Padoa-Schioppa, 2012), a
subset of ACC neurons encoded the chosen reward type rather
than the reward value, consistent with a role in learning action-
state relationships. In a probabilistic decision-making task in
which reward probabilities changed in blocks, neuronal repre-
sentations in rat ACC underwent abrupt changes when subjects
detected a possible block transition (Karlsson et al., 2012). This
suggests that the ACC may represent the block structure of the
task, a form of world model, albeit based on learning about latent
states of the world (Gershman and Niv, 2010; Akam et al., 2015),
rather than the forward action-state transition model of classical
model-based RL.
Second, neuroimaging in the original two-step task has iden-
tified representation of model-based value in anterior and mid-
cingulate regions, suggesting that this is an important node in
the model-based controller (Daw et al., 2011; Doll et al., 2015;
Huang et al., 2020). Neuroimaging in a two-step task variant
also found evidence for state prediction errors in dorsal ACC
(Lockwood et al., 2019), consistent with our finding that ACC
represented whether state transitions were common or rare.
Relatedly, neuroimaging in a saccade task found ACC activation
when subjects updated an internal model of where targets were
likely to appear, (O’Reilly et al., 2013).
Third, ACC lesions in macaques produce deficits in tasks that
require learning of action-outcome relationships (Hadland et al.,
2003; Kennerley et al., 2006; Rudebeck et al., 2008), though the
designs do not identify whether it is representation of the value or
other dimensions of the outcome that were disrupted. Lesions of160 Neuron 109, 149–163, January 6, 2021rodent ACC produce selective deficits in cost-benefit decision
making in which subjects must weigh up effort against reward
size (Walton et al., 2003; Rudebeck et al., 2006); however, again,
the associative structures concerned are not clear.
Finally, the region of ACC we targeted provides a massive
innervation to the posterior dorsomedial striatum (Oh et al.,
2014; Hintiryan et al., 2016), a region necessary for learning
and expression of goal-directed action as assessed by outcome
devaluation (Yin et al., 2005a, 2005b; Hilario et al., 2012). Our
study specifically tests the hypothesized role of ACC suggested
by this body of work, showing that ACC neurons represent vari-
ables critical for model-based RL and that ACC activity is neces-
sary for using action-state transitions to guide subsequent
choice.
Our finding that different populations of ACC neurons repre-
sented reward in different states contrasts with studies in rat
(Sul et al., 2010) and monkey (Seo and Lee, 2007, 2009) demon-
strating that substantially more ACC neurons show a main effect
of reward than a reward-choice interaction, indicating that many
neurons encoded reward independent of where it was obtained
(in these studies choice and reward location were fully
confounded). One reason for this difference may be that Sul
et al. (2010) recordings in the rat were substantially more rostral
than ours. Rodent rostral circulate is more densely intercon-
nected with frontal regions involved in reward processing,
including prelimbic, infralimbic, and orbital cortices and amyg-
dala (Fillinger et al., 2017, 2018). However, the recording location
in Seo and Lee (2007, 2009) appears broadly homologous with
that in our study (van Heukelum et al., 2020). Another possible
reason is the tasks used, though as reward location is relevant
to future choice in both, it is not obvious why reward representa-
tions should be different.
Our findings that ACC represents predictions of future states
and surprise signals when those predictions are violated extends
previous findings implicating ACC in prediction and surprise
(Alexander and Brown, 2011; Heilbronner and Hayden, 2016).
ACC neurons represent values (i.e., predictions of future reward)
and reward prediction errors (Matsumoto et al., 2007; Seo and
Lee, 2007; Kennerley et al., 2011). Additionally, neurons in pri-
mate medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) respond when the animal
must switch from a previously anticipated or preferred course of
action (Shima et al., 1996; Isoda and Hikosaka, 2007; Seo et al.,
2014). This raises the question of whether the surprise signal we
see after a rare state transition reflects the state prediction error
itself or its consequences for motor action. As we did not inhibit
ACC at the time of the state transition, our manipulation data
speak only indirectly to this. However, inhibiting ACC from
outcome to choice prevented subjects using the previous state
transition to inform the choice, suggesting that ACC is involved
in learning from state prediction errors to guide subsequent
decisions.
Our task is one of several recent adaptations of two-step tasks
for animal models (Miller et al., 2017; Dezfouli and Balleine, 2017;
Hasz and Redish, 2018; Groman et al., 2019). Unlike these, we
introduced a major structural change to the task: reversals in
the transition probabilities mapping first-step actions to sec-
ond-step states. Dynamically changing transition probabilities
allow neural correlates of state prediction, and the transition
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OPEN ACCESSArticleprobabilities themselves, to be examined. Additionally, they pre-
vent subjects from solving the task by inferring the current state
of the reward probabilities (i.e., where rewards have recently
been obtained) and learning fixed habitual strategies condi-
tioned on this latent state (e.g., rewards on the left / choose
up). This can generate behavior that looks very similar to
model-based RL (Akam et al., 2015). It is a particular concern
in animal two-step tasks, in which subjects are typically trained
extensively, with strong contrast between good and bad options.
In humans, extensive training renders apparently model-based
behavior resistant to a cognitive load manipulation (Economides
et al., 2015), which normally disrupts model-based control (Otto
et al., 2013), suggesting that it is possible to develop automa-
tized strategies which closely resemble planning.
It has been argued that reaction time differences following
common versus rare transitions are evidence for model-based
RL (Miller et al., 2017). However, when the actions necessitated
by each second-step states are consistent from trial to trial, re-
action time differences may reflect preparatory activity at the
motor level, on the basis of correlation between first-step choice
and the action that will be required at the second step. Indeed,
recent studies in humans have demonstrated that motor re-
sponses can show sensitivity to task structure when choices
are model free (Castro-Rodrigues et al., 2020; Konovalov and
Krajbich, 2020). Therefore in versions of the task, including
ours, that do not randomize the action associated with each sec-
ond-step option from trial to trial (as done in the original human
task but not in rodent versions), second-step reaction times
may not provide strong evidence for model-based action
evaluation.
We compared behavior on task variants with and without tran-
sition probability reversals and found that they radically change
behavior. Specifically, with fixed transition probabilities, subjects
were much faster to adapt to reversals in reward probability and
showed no main effect of outcome on subsequent choice but a
strong transition-outcome interaction (i.e., behavior looked, at
least superficially, strongly model based). We suggest there
are three possible interpretations of this difference in terms of
RL strategy. First, it is possible that both tasks recruit model-
based planning, but it has a much stronger influence on choice
in the fixed task. The challenge for this account is why behavior
on the two tasks is so different, as model-based RL can cope
with changes in reward or transition probabilities with compara-
ble ease. Second, apparently strongly model-based behavior
with fixed transition probabilities may in fact be due to subjects’
inferring the state of the reward probabilities and deploying fixed
habitual actions conditioned on this, as discussed above. Third,
behavior with fixed transition probabilities may be mediated by a
successor representation (Dayan, 1993), which characterizes
current states in terms of their likely future. Successor represen-
tations support rapid updating of values in the face of changes in
the reward function (and so could generate ‘‘model-based’’
behavior in the fixed transition probability version), but not
changes in state transition probabilities (and so could not solve
the new task) (Russek et al., 2017). Both of these strategies are
of substantial interest in their own right, so understanding what
underpins the behavioral differences between the task variants
is a pressing question for future work.In summary, our study shows that ACC predicts which state
of the world to expect given a particular choice and that ACC
activity is necessary formodel-basedRL.More broadly, it demon-
strates that mice can acquire sophisticated multi-step decision
tasks quickly and effectively, bringing to bear modern genetic
tools to dissect mechanisms of model-based decision making.
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EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS
All procedures were reviewed and performed in accordance with the Champalimaud Centre for the Unknown Ethics Committee
guidelines. 65male C57BLmice aged between 2 – 3months at the start of experiments were used in the study. Animals were housed
under a 12 hours light/dark cycle with experiments performed during the light cycle. 17 subjects were used in the two-step task base-
line behavior dataset. 4 subjects were used in the ACC imaging. 2 subjects were used for electrophysiology controls for the opto-
genetics. 14 subjects (8 JAWS, 6 GFP controls) were used for the two-step task ACC manipulation only. 14 subjects (8 JAWS, 6
GFP controls) were used for the probabilistic reversal learning task ACC manipulation only. 14 subjects (8 JAWS, 6 GFP controls)
were first trained and tested on the two-step ACC manipulation, then retrained for a week on the probabilistic reversal learning
task and tested on the ACCmanipulation in this task. 7 JAWS-GFP animals were excluded from the study due to poor or mis-located
JAWS expression. In the group that was tested on both tasks, 1 Jaws and 2 control animals were lost from the study before opto-
genetic manipulation on the probabilistic reversal learning task due to failure of the LED implants. The resulting group sizes for the
optogenetic manipulation experiments were as reported in the results section.
METHOD DETAILS
Behavior
Micewere placed onwater restriction 48 hours before the first behavioral training session, and given 1 hour ad libitum access towater
in their home cage 24 hours before the first training session. Mice received 1 training session per day of duration 1.5 – 2 hours, and
were trained 6 days per week with 1 hour ad libitum water access in their home cage on their day off. During behavioral training mice
had access to dry chow in the testing apparatus as we found this increased the number of trials performed and amount of watere1 Neuron 109, 149–163.e1–e7, January 6, 2021
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water was provided as required to maintain a body weight > 85% of their pre-restriction weight. Under this protocol, bodyweight
typically dropped to90% of pre-restriction level in the first week of training, then gradually increased over weeks to reach a steady
state of 95%–105% pre-restriction body weight.
Behavioral experiments were performed in 14 custom made 12x12cm operant chambers using pyControl (http://pycontrol.
readthedocs.io/en/latest/), a behavioral experiment control system built around the Micropython microcontroller. pyControl task
definition files are included in the GitHub repository.
Two-step task
The apparatus, trial structure and block structure of the two-step task are described in the results section and Figure 1. Block tran-
sitions were triggered based on subject’s behavior, occurring 20 trials after an exponential moving average (tau = 8 trials) of subject’s
choices crossed a 75% correct threshold. The 20 trial delay between the threshold crossing and block transition allowed subjects
performance at the end of blocks to be assessed without selection bias due to the block transition rule. In neutral blocks where there
was no correct choice, block transitions occurred with 0.1 probability on each trial after the 40th, giving amean neutral block length of
50 trials. Transitions from non-neutral blocks occurred with equal probability (25%) to either to another non-neutral block via reversal
in the reward or transition probabilities, or to one of the two neutral blocks. Transition from neutral blocks occurred via a change in the
reward probabilities only to one of the non-neutral blocks with the same transition probabilities.
Subjects encountered the full trial structure from the first day of training. The only task parameters that were changed over the
course of training were the reward and state transition probabilities and the reward sizes. These were changed to gradually increase
task difficulty over days of training, with this typical trajectory of parameter changes shown in Table 1. Subjects started each session
with the reward and transition probabilities in the same state that the previous session finished on.
Probabilistic reversal learning task
We assessed the effects of the same ACCmanipulation used in the two-step task on a probabilistic reversal learning task. In this task
both model-free and model-based RL are expected to generate qualitatively similar influence of trial events on subsequent choice,
i.e., rewarded choices will be reinforced, though there may be quantitative differences if the model-based system is able to learn the
block structure and infer block transitions rather than relying on TD value updates.
Subjects initiated trials in a central nose-poke port, which was flanked by left and right poke ports (Figure S8A). Trial initiation
caused the left and right pokes to light up, subjects then chose between them for the chance of obtaining a water reward. Reward
probabilities changed in blocks, with three block types; left good (left = 0.75/right = 0.25), neutral (0.5/0.5) and right good (0.25/0.75).
Block transitions from non-neutral blocks were triggered 10 trials after an exponential moving average (tau = 8 trials) crossed a 75%
correct threshold. Block transitions from neutral blocks occurred with probability 0.1 on each trial after the 15th of the block to give an
average neutral block length of 25 trials. Mice tracked the correct option (Figures S8B and S8C), choosing correctly at the ends of
blocks with probability 0.80 ± 0.04 (mean ± SD), and adapting to reversals with a time constant of 3.57 trials (exponential fit tau). We
assessed how previous trials affected the current choice using a logistic regression analysis with previous choices and outcomes as
predictors (Figure S8D). Both previous choices and outcomes predicted the current choice with decreasing influence at
increasing lag.
Optogenetic Inhibition
Experimental animals were injected bilaterally with AAV5-CamKII-Jaws-KGC-GFP-ER2 (UNC vector core, titer: 5.93 1012) using 16
injections each of 50nL (total 800nL) spread across 4 injection tracks (2 per hemisphere) at coordinates: AP: 0, 0.5, ML: ± 0.4, DV:1,
1.2,1.4,1.6mm relative to dura. Control animals were injectedwithAAV5-CaMKII-GFP (UNC vector core, titer: 2.93 1012) at the
same coordinates. Injections were performed at a rate of 4.6nL/5 s, using a Nanojet II (Drummond Scientific) with bevelled glass mi-
cropipettes of tip diameter 50-100um. A circular craniotomy of diameter 1.8mm was centered on AP: 0.25, ML: 0, and a high power
red led (Cree XLamp XP-E2) was positioned above the craniotomy touching the dura. The LED was mounted on a custom designed
insulated metal substrate PCB (Figure 6A). The LEDs were powered using a custom designed constant current LED driver. In both
two-step and reversal learning tasks, on stimulation trials red light (50mW, 630nM) was delivered from when the subject entered the
side poke and received the trial outcome, until the subsequent choice, up to a maximum of 6 s. Stimulation was delivered on a
randomly selected 1/6 (17%) of trials, with a minimum of 2 non-stimulated trials between each stimulation trial followed by a 0.25
probability of stimulation on each subsequent trial. At the end of behavioral experiments, animals were sacrificed and perfused
with paraformaldehyde (4%). The brains were sectioned in 50um coronal slices and the location of viral expression was characterized
with fluorescence microscopy (Figure S6).
Two animals were injected unilaterally with the JAWS-GFP virus using the coordinates described above and implanted with the
LED implant and amovable bundle of 16 tungstenmicro-wires of 23 mmdiameter (Innovative-Neurophysiology) to record unit activity.
After 4 weeks of recovery, recording sessions were performed at 24 hour intervals and the electrode bundle was advanced by 50 um
after each session, covering a depth range of 300 – 1300um from dura over the course of recordings. During recording sessionsmice
were free to move inside a sound attenuating chamber. Light pulses (50mW power, 5 s duration) were delivered at random intervals
with a mean inter-stimulus interval of 30 s. Neural activity was acquired using a Plexon recording system running Omniplex v. 1.11.3.Neuron 109, 149–163.e1–e7, January 6, 2021 e2
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filtering, spikes were detected using an amplitude threshold set at twice the standard deviation of the bandpass filtered signal. Initial
sorting was performed automatically using Kilosort (Pachitariu et al., 2016). The results were refined via manual sorting based on
waveform characteristics, PCA and inter-spike interval histogram. Clusters were classified as single units if well separated from noise
and other units and the spike rate in the 2ms following each spike was less than 1% of the average spike rate.
ACC imaging
Mice were anaesthetized with a mix of 1%–1.5% isofluorane and oxygen (1 l.min-1), while body temperature was monitored and
maintained at 33C using a temperature controller (ATC1000, World Precision Instruments). Unilateral injection of 300 nL of
AAV5-aCaMKII-GCaMP6f-WPRE-SV40 (titer: 2.43 3 1013, Penn Vector Core) into the right Anterior Cingulate Cortex
(AP: +1.0 mm; ML: +0.45mm; DV: 1.4mm) was performed using a Nanojet II Injector (Drummond Scientific, USA) at a rate of 4.6
nL per pulse, every 5 s. Injection pipette was left in place 20 min post-injection before removal. 25 minutes after injection, a 1mm
diameter circular craniotomy was centered at coordinates (AP: +1.0 mm; ML: +0.55mm) and a 1mm GRIN lens (Inscopix) was im-
planted above the injection site at a depth of 1.2 mm ventral to the surface, and secured to the skull using cyanoacrylate (Loctite)
and black dental cement (Ortho-Jet, Lang Dental USA). One 1/16-inch stainless-steel screw (Antrin miniatures) was attached to the
skull to secure the cement cap that fixed the lens to the skull. Mice were then given an i.p. injection of buprenorfin (Bupaq, 0.1 mg.kg-
1) and allowed to recover from anesthesia in a heating mat before returning to home cage.
Three to four weeks after surgery, mice were anaesthetized and placed in the stereotactic frame, where a miniaturized fluores-
cence microscope (Inscopix) attached to a magnetic baseplate (Inscopix) were lowered to the top of the implanted GRIN lens, until
a sharp image of anatomical landmarks (blood vessels) and putative neurons appeared in the focal plane. Baseplate was then ce-
mented to the original head cap, allowing to fix the set focal plane for imaging.
For image acquisition during task behavior, mice were briefly anaesthetized using a mixture of isofluorane (0.5%–1%) and oxygen
(1 l.min-1) and the miniaturized microscope was attached and secured to the baseplate. This was followed by a 20-30 min period of
recovery in the home cage before imaging experiments. Image acquisition (nVistaHD, Inscopix) was done at 10 Hz, with LED power
set to 10%–30% (0.1-0.3 mW) with a gain of 3. Image acquisition parameters were set to the same values between sessions for
each mouse.
QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
All analysis of behavioral data was performed in Python 3.
Logistic regression
Binary predictors used in logistic regressions predicting subjects choices (e.g., Figures 2B and 2C) are shown in Table 2. The two-
step task lagged logistic regression used predictorsChoice,Outcome, Transition and Transition-outcome interaction at lags 1, 2, 3-4,
5-8, 8-12 (where lag 3-4 etc. means the sum of the individual trial predictors over the specified range of lags) and predictorsBias: top/
bottom, and Bias:clockwise/counter-clockwise. The Correct predictors was included in the previous trial regression to prevent cor-
relations across trials from causing spurious loading on the Transition-outcome interaction predictor (see Akam et. al. 2015 for dis-
cussion). It was not included in the lagged regression as here the effect of earlier trials is accounted for by the lagged predictors. For
the two-step task logistic regressions, the first 20 trials after each reversal in the transition probabilities was exclude from the analysis
as it is ambiguous which transitions are common and rare at this point. This resulted in 9% of trials being excluded.
The logistic regression analysis for the probabilistic reversal learning task (Figure S8D) used predictors Choice, and Outcome at
lags 1, 2, 3.
Reinforcement learning models
RL model variables and parameters are listed in Table 2.
First-step model-free action values were updated as:
QmfðcÞ) ð1aQÞQmfðcÞ+aQðlr + ð1 lÞVðsÞÞ 1
This combines an update due to the value VðsÞ of the second-step state reached, with direct update of the first-step action value by
the trial outcome due to eligibility traces. The relative influence of each is controlled by the eligibility trace parameter l.
Second-step state values were updated as:
VðsÞ ) ð1aQÞVðsÞ+ aQr 2
In models that included value forgetting this was implemented as:
Qmfðc0Þ)ð1 fQÞQmfðc0Þ 3e3 Neuron 109, 149–163.e1–e7, January 6, 2021
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Action-state transition probabilities used by the model-based system were updated as:
PðsjcÞ) ð1aT ÞPðsjcÞ+aT 5Pðs0jcÞ) ð1aTÞPðs0jcÞ 6
In models that included transition probability forgetting this was implemented as:
Pðsjc0Þ) ð1 fT ÞPðsjc0Þ+ 0:5fT 7Pðs0jc0Þ) ð1 fT ÞPðs0jc0Þ+ 0:5fT 8





Models that included model-free values for first step motor actions (e.g., left/top), updated these as:
Qmoðc; st1Þ) ð1aQÞQmoðc; st1Þ+aQ ðlr + ð1 lÞVðsÞÞ 10
Motor level model-free value forgetting was implemented as:
Qmoðm0Þ ) ð1 fQÞQmoðm0Þ 11
Where m0 are all motor actions not taken.
Choice perseveration was modeled using a choice history variable c. In models using single trial perseveration this was:
c = ct1  0:5 12
where ct1 = 1 if previous choice is top and 0 if previous choice is bottom.
In models using multi-trial perseveration c was an exponential moving average of recent choices, updated as:
c) ð1acÞc+acðc 0:5Þ 13
where c= 1 if choice is top and c= 0 if choice is bottom.
In models which used motor-level perseveration this was modeled using variables
mð st1Þ which were exponential moving averages of choices following trials ending in state st1, updated as:
mð st1Þ) ð1amÞmðst1Þ+amðc 0:5Þ 14
Net action values were given by a weighted sum of model-free, motor-level model-free and model-based action values, biases and
perseveration.
QnetðcÞ = GmfQmfðcÞ+GmoQmoðc; st1Þ+GmbQmbðcÞ+XðcÞ 15
Where Gmf , Gmo and Gmb are weights controlling the influence of respectively the model-free, motor-level model-free and model-
based action values, and XðcÞ is biases and perseveration where:
XðtopÞ = Bc +Brð st1  0:5Þ+Pcc+Pmm 16XðbottomÞ = 0 17
where st1 = 1 if previous second step state is left and 0 if right.






Both the logistic regression analyses of subjects choices, and reinforcement learning model fitting used a Bayesian hierarchical
modeling framework (Huys et al., 2011), in which parameter vectors hi for individual sessions were assumed to be drawn fromNeuron 109, 149–163.e1–e7, January 6, 2021 e4
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OPEN ACCESS ArticleGaussian distributions at the population level with means and variance q = fm;Sg. The population level prior distributions were set to
their maximum likelihood estimate:



















Where Nðmki ;Vki Þ is a normal distribution with mean mki given by the maximum a posteriori value of the session parameter vector hi
given the population level means and variance qk1, and the covariance Vki given by the inverse Hessian of the likelihood aroundm
k
i .
For simplicity we assumed that the population level covariance S had zero off-diagonal terms. For the k-th M-step of the EM algo-

















Parameters were transformed before inference to enforce constraints ð0 < fGmf ;Gmo;Gmbg;0 < faQ; fQ;l;aT ; fT ;ac;amg < 1Þ.
Model comparison
To compare the goodness of fit for models with different numbers of parameters we used the integrated Bayes Information Criterion
(iBIC) score. The iBIC score is related to the model log likelihood pðDjMÞ as:
log pðDjMÞ =
Z
dq pðDjqÞpðqjMÞ 24z 1
2









Where |M| is the number of fitted parameters of the prior, |D| is the number of data points (total choices made by all subjects) and iBIC
is the integrated BIC score. The log data likelihood given maximum likelihood parameters for the prior log pðDqMLÞ is calculated by






















Where the integral is approximated as the average over K samples drawn from the prior pðhqMLÞ. Bootstrap 95% confidence inter-
vals were estimated for the iBIC scores by resampling from the population of samples drawn from the prior.
Permutation testing
Permutation testing was used to assess the significance of differences in model fits between stimulated and non-stimulated trials.
The regression model was fit separately to stimulated and non-stimulated trials to give two sets of population level parameters
qs = fms;Ssg and qn = fmn;Sng, where qs are the parameters for the stimulated trials and qn are the parameters for the non-stimulated
trials. The difference between the population level means for the stimulated and non-stimulated conditions were calculated as:
Dmtrue = ms mn 27
An ensemble ofN= 5000 permuted datasets was then created by shuffling the labels on trials such that trials were randomly assigned
to the ‘stimulated’ and ‘non-stimulated’ conditions. The model was fit separately to the stimulated and non-stimulated trials for eache5 Neuron 109, 149–163.e1–e7, January 6, 2021
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OPEN ACCESSArticlepermuted dataset and the difference between population level means in the stimulated and non-stimulated conditions was calcu-




The distribution ofDmperm over the population of permuted datasets approximates the distribution under the null hypothesis that stim-









Where M is the number of permutations for which Dmiperm >Dmtrue.
In addition to testing for a significant main effect of the stimulation we tested for significant stimulation by group interaction.We first




 mGFPs mGFPn  30
The approximate distribution of this difference under the null hypothesis that there was no difference between the groups was eval-
uated by creating an ensemble of permuted datasets in which we randomly assigned subjects to the JAWS and GFP groups and the
interaction P value was calculated as above.
Permutation testingwas also used to assess significance differences in logistic regressionmodel fits to the behavior of subjects run
on the task variants with and without reversals in the transition probability reversals, with permuted datasets generated by permuting
subjects between the two groups.
Bootstrap tests
To test whether predictor loadings for logistic regression analyses of subjects choices were significantly different from zero, boot-
strap confidence intervals on the population means m were evaluated by generating a set of N= 5000 resampled datasets by sam-









Where M is the number of resampled datasets for which m > 0.
Analysis of simulated data
For analyses of data simulated from different RL agent types (Figure 2), we first fitted each agent to our baseline behavioral dataset
using the hierarchical framework outlined above. The agents used were a model-free agent with eligibility traces and value forgetting
(Figures 2D–2F), and a model-based agent with value and transition probability forgetting (Figures 2G–2I) and the best fitting RL
model detailed in Figure S3 (Figures 2J–2L). We then simulated data (4000 sessions each of 500 trials) from each agent, drawing pa-
rameters for each session from the fitted population level distributions for that agent. We performed the logistic regression on the
simulated data, using the same hierarchical framework as for the experimental data.
Calcium imaging analysis
Pre-processing
All imaging videos were pre-processed and motion corrected using custom MATLAB code, using the Mosaic API (Inscopix). Videos
were spatially down sampled 4x4 and motion corrected using a 15 to 20-point specific reference area drawn for each animal (blood
vessel pattern). Black pixel borders inserted during motion correction were then removed by cropping the corrected videos.
To extract calcium signals from putative single neurons, we used the MATLAB implementation of the Constrained non-negative
matrix factorization – extended algorithm (CNMF-E) (Zhou et al., 2018). Putative single units were isolated from the processed imag-
ing videos and subsequently inspected manually for quality assessment of both spatial masks and calcium time series. Isolated pu-
tative units not matching spatial masks or temporal features of neurons were discarded and not used in following analyses. All an-
alyses used the deconvolved activity inferred by CNMF-E. For the regression and trajectory analyses the deconvolved activity was
log2 transformed. Activity was aligned across trials by warping the time period between the choice and second-step port entry to
match the median trial timings, activity prior to choice and after second-step port entry was not warped. Following time warping,
activity was up-sampled to 20Hz and Gaussian smoothed with 50ms standard deviation. Example activity before and after alignment
and smoothing are shown in Figure S4.
Regression analysis of neuronal activity
Regression analyses of population activity (Figures 3E–3H and 5) comprised a set of linear regressions each of which predicted the
log2 transformed activity of one neuron at one time point relative to trial events. For each neuron-time point we calculated the coef-
ficient of partial determination (CPD) for each predictor, i.e., how much variance of the neurons activity at that time-point wasNeuron 109, 149–163.e1–e7, January 6, 2021 e6
ll
OPEN ACCESS Articleexplained by the full regression analysis that was not explained by the regression analysis if that predictor was removed. This is a
measure of how much variance is uniquely explained by a predictor that cannot be explained by the other predictors. To assess
how much variance of the population activity was explained by a given predictor at a given time point, we averaged the CPDs for
all neurons at that time point to yield the population CPD time-courses shown in Figures 3E and 5.
We used permutation tests to assess whether the population CPDs for each predictor at each time-point were significantly larger
than expected by chance: We generated an ensemble of 5000 permuted datasets by circularly shifting the predictors relative to the
neural activity by a random number of trials drawn independently for each session from the range [0, N] where N is the number of trials
in the session. This permutation preserves the autocorrelation across trials in both the neural activity and the predictors but random-
izes the relationship between them. We calculated P values for each predictor at each time point as the fraction of permutations for
which the permuted datasets had a larger CPD than the true dataset. P values for each predictor were corrected for multiple com-
parison across time-points using the Benjamini–Hochberg procedure (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995).
The regression analysis in Figures 3E–3H used binary predictors coding the choice (top or bottom), second-step state (right or left)
and trial outcome (rewarded or not), as well as the two-way interactions of these predictors (e.g., choice x second-step). In Figure 5A
we used an additional binary predictor coding the state of the transition probabilities (top/ right / bottom/ left versus top/ left /
bottom/ right), binary predictors coding the interaction of the transition probabilities with the choice and second step, and the tran-
sition on the current trial coded clockwise (e.g., top/right) versus counter-clockwise – i.e., whether the transition was common or
rare. In Figure 5B we used a predictor which coded the state of the reward probabilities as 0.5, 0, 0.5 for the left-good, neutral and
right-good states respectively, as well as the interactions of this predictor with the choice, second-step and transition on the current
trial. As the subjects knowledge of the transition/reward probabilities is ambiguous in the period following block transitions where
they change, these predictors were coded 0 in the 20 trials following such changes, and ± 0.5 at other times. These analyses included
only sessions where we had at least 40 trials in at least two different states of the transition (Figure 5A) or reward (Figure 5B)
probabilities.
In Figure 3G we evaluated the time course for two orthogonal representations of second-step state which occurred pre- and post-
trial outcome. We defined unit projection vectors from the regression weights for second-step state at a time point mid-way between
choice and outcome and 250ms after outcome. We then projected the regression weights for second-step state at each time point
onto these two vectors to obtain time-courses for each representation. To avoid selection bias distorting the time-courses, we
divided the data into odd and even trials and used the odd trials to define projection vectors that weights from the even trials
were projected onto, and vice versa.
Neuronal trajectory analysis
The activity trajectories in Figure 4 were obtained by projecting the average population activity for each trial type into the low dimen-
sional space that captured most variance between trial types, where trial type was defined by the 8 possible combinations of choice,
second-step and outcome. To find this space, we calculated the average activity for each neuron for each trial type. We then aver-
aged these across trial types to evaluate the component of activity that was not selective to different trial types. We subtracted the
non-selective activity for each neuron from that neurons average activity for each individual trial type, and concatenated across
trial types to generate a data matrix of shape [n neurons, n trial types * n time point] representing how activity for each neuron
deviated from its cross-trial-type average in each trial type. We performed PCA on this matrix to find the space that captured the
most cross-trial-type variance and then projected the average population activity trajectory for each trial type into this space to
generate Figure 4.
Decoding analysis
The decoding analysis predicted location in the tasks state-action space from neuronal activity. Ten locations were defined by the
time relative to trial events and the trial choice, second-step and outcome (Figure 4D). The analysis used trial aligned neuronal
activity and 250ms duration time windows: pre-choice (starting 300ms before subjects choice), post-choice (centered between
choice and outcome) and post-outcome (starting 100ms after trial outcome). Activity was averaged across the time window to
give a single value for each neuron on a given visit to a location. The analysis combined activity from multiple sessions by taking
a randomly selected 10 visits to each location for each session and concatenating activity vectors from like locations across ses-
sions to give 10 population activity vectors for each location. Location was predicted from neuronal activity using multinomial lo-
gistic regression with L2 regularisation. Decoding accuracy was assessed using stratified k-fold cross validation with 10-folds,
such that each training dataset contained 9 visits to each location and each test dataset the remaining visit to each location.
The analysis included the 9 sessions from 3 animals with at least 10 visits to each location. As most sessions had more than 10
visits to each location (median 66 visits), the analysis was repeated 10 times using a different random selection of visits and
the decoding accuracy averaged across runs.e7 Neuron 109, 149–163.e1–e7, January 6, 2021
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Figure S1 Behaviour without transition probability reversals, related to figures 1 & 2.  The two-step task 
reported in the main results included reversals in the transition probability mapping the first-step actions to 
the second-step states, because without them, extensively trained animals could in principle learn strategies 
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that look like model-based RL but in fact rely on latent state inference rather than planning (Akam et al., 2015, 
PLOS Comp. Biol., 2015, 11, e1004648).  To assess what impact dynamically changing transition probabilities 
had on behaviour, we ran a version of the task where the transition probabilities linking the first step actions 
to second-step states were fixed (n=10 mice, 240 sessions analysed from day 22+ of training).  Here we 
compare behaviour on the versions with transition probability reversals (left panels – reproduced from figures 
1 and 2 for ease of comparison) and without transition probability reversals (right panels).  The tasks were 
identical apart from the presence/absence of transition probability reversals.  A) Choice probability trajectories 
around reward probability reversals.  Pale blue line – average trajectory, dark blue line – exponential fit, 
shaded area – cross-subject standard deviation.   Subjects were much better at tracking the correct option on 
the fixed task, choosing it at the end of blocks on 0.83 ± 0.04 (mean + SD) of trials, and adapting to reversals 
with a time constant of 6.5 trials (P<0.001 for difference between tasks on both measures, permutation test).  
Note that fixing the transition probabilities does not change the contrast between good and bad choices in 
terms of their reward probabilities.  B) Stay probability analysis showing the fraction of trials the subject 
repeated the same choice following each combination of trial outcome (rewarded (1) or not (0)) and transition 
(common (C) or rare (R)).  Error bars show cross-subject SEM.   C) Logistic regression model fit predicting 
choice as a function of the previous trial’s events. Predictor loadings plotted are; outcome (repeat choices 
following rewards), transition (repeat choices following common transitions) and transition-outcome 
interaction (repeat choices following rewarded common transition trials and non-rewarded rare transition 
trials). Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals on the population mean, dots indicate maximum a 
posteriori (MAP) subject fits. The granular structure of behaviour was very different on the fixed task, with a 
very strong influence of the transition-outcome interaction on the subsequent choice (P<0.001, bootstrap 
test), a strong influence of the state transition (P<0.001), but no direct influence of the trial outcome (P=0.42) 
(between task differences at trial -1: P<0.001 for stronger loading on transition and transition-outcome 
interaction predictor, P=0.031 for weaker loading on outcome, permutation test).   D) Lagged logistic 
regression model predicting choice as a function of events over the previous 12 trials.  Predictors are as in C, 
predictor loading at lag 𝑥 indicates the influence of events at trial 𝑡 on choice at trial 𝑡 + 𝑥.   Overall, these 
data show that in the fixed task, where subjects can, in principle, learn habit-like mappings from where 
rewards have recently been obtained to the correct first-step action (e.g. rewards on the left →choose up), 
overall performance was higher and behaviour showed a strong transition-outcome interaction, which can be 
generated by model-based RL or latent state inference based strategies (Akam et al., 2015).   The striking 
differences between behaviour on the fixed task and the version with transition reversals suggest that subjects 
do indeed solve them using different strategies. 
 
 
Figure S2 Poke timings around trial events, related to figure 1  A)  Histogram showing the timing of pokes to 
the centre (i.e. top and bottom) ports (blue) and side (i.e. left and right) ports (orange) relative to the start of 
the trial, i.e. relative to when the centre ports become active.  Subjects poke the centre ports at an increasing 
rate over the 1 second ITI preceding the trial start, but very rarely poke the side ports.  B)  Histogram showing 
the timing of pokes to the centre ports (blue) and the active (green) and inactive (red) side ports relative to the 
time the second-step state was entered following a common transition.  The ‘active’ side port is the port 
corresponding to the second-step state reached on the trial, e.g. if the subject reached the ‘left-active’ state 
then the left port is the active side port and the right port is the inactive side port.  Subjects very rarely poked 
the inactive side port but sometimes did an additional poke to the central ports before poking the active side.  







Figure S3 RL model comparison and fit, related to figure 2.  A-B)  RL model comparison on the baseline 
behavioural dataset using iBIC scores.  The set of models shown in A were constructed by adding features to a 
basic model (see below). The grid below the plot indicates which features were included in each model.  The set 
of models shown in B were constructed by adding or removing one feature from the best fitting model.  Error-
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bars indicate the bootstrap 95% confidence interval on the BIC score.  C) Parameter values for best fitting RL 
model. Bars indicate 95% confidence intervals on the population mean, dots indicate maximum a posteriori 
(MAP) subject fits.  The starting point for model comparison was the RL agent used in the original two-step task.  
As transition probabilities in our task are not fixed, this was modified to learn action-state transition probabilities 
online from experienced transitions.  We also added a ‘rotational’ bias to move clockwise/counter-clockwise 
around the set of pokes (e.g. left→top, right→bottom), which we had observed in some subjects.  This bias may 
have developed because it is the simplest fixed response pattern that was not penalised by the block transition 
rule (block transitions depended on behaviour, so a bias for top/bottom resulted in the preferred port spending 
more the time as the bad option).  Using this basic model, the mixture agent incorporating both model-based 
and model-free RL fit better than either the pure model-free (ΔiBIC=264) or pure model-based agent 
(ΔiBIC=888).  However, an exploratory process of model comparison indicated several additional features of the 
behaviour that substantially improved fit quality.  The first was forgetting about actions not taken and states not 
visited.  Value forgetting, implemented as value decay towards zero (Ito and Doya, 2009, J. Neurosci. 29, 9861–
9874), produced a dramatic improvement in fit (ΔiBIC=7698 for mixture model).  Forgetting about action-state 
transition probabilities, implemented as decay towards a uniform distribution, further improved fit (ΔiBIC=643).  
The second feature found to improve fit quality was multi-trial perseveration, i.e. a tendency to repeat choices 
that extended over multiple trials (Akaishi et al. 2014, Neuron 81, 195–206).  Implemented as an exponential 
choice kernel, this provided a further substantial improvement in fit quality (ΔiBIC=1057).  The final features 
found to improve fit were perseveration and model-free RL operating at the level of motor actions (e.g. 
left→top) in addition to at the level of choices (top vs bottom).   Motor perseveration, implemented by 
maintaining separate exponential choice kernels for trials that ended on the left and right, which each influenced 
choices following trials ending on their respective sides, substantially improved fit quality (ΔiBIC=1503).   Model-
free value learning at the level of motor actions (in addition to choices) further improved goodness of fit 
(ΔiBIC=117).  A similar finding has been reported in human two-step task behaviour where model-free value 
accrues to low level, task irrelevant, sensory-motor features (Shahar et al., 2019, PNAS 116, 15871–15876).   
With all these additional features added to the model, the mixture agent still provided a better fit to the data 
than either a pure model-free (ΔiBIC=127) or pure model-based (ΔiBIC=227) agent.  We tested a number of other 
modifications to the model including separate learning rates at the first and second step, but did not find further 
improvements in fit quality (see B).  Finally, as adding features may make other features which previously 
improved the fit unnecessary, we tested whether removing any individual component from the model improved 
fit quality but again did not find further improvements (see B).  For a more extensive discussion of the RL model-







Figure S4.  Calcium imaging alignment, up-sampling and smoothing, related to figure 3 & STAR methods.  A) 
Alignment of imaging data on a trial where the interval between choice and second-step port entry was longer 
than the median interval.  Left panel shows the true and aligned times of microscope frames plotted against 
each other.  Right top panel shows the activity of 5 neurons before alignment. Vertical dashed lines show the 
times of choice and second-step port entry. Right bottom panel shows the activity of the same 5 neurons after 
alignment, up-sampling and smoothing. Grey shaded regions indicate the interval between choice and second-
step port entry that is time-warped B) As for A but for a trial where the interval between choice and second-




Figure S5 Example neuron activity, related to figure 3. A) Activity for six example neurons which coded the 
subjects choice. Traces show average activity across the trial for each of 4 conditions defined by the choice and 
second-step state reached, shaded areas show cross-trial standard error. B) As A but for neurons which were 
tuned to particular conjunctions of choice and second-step state. C) As A but for neurons which coded second-
step state. D) As A but for neurons which were tuned to particular conjunctions of second-step state and 
outcome. Trials were split by second-step state and outcome. E) As D but for neurons which were tuned to trial 
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outcome. Only 2 neurons are shown due to the difficulty of finding neurons strongly tuned to outcome 
irrespective of second-step state. 
Figure S6.  JAWS expression, related to figure 6.  Average JAWS-GFP fluorescence for all JAWS-GFP animals 
included in the study aligned onto reference atlas (Paxinos and Franklin, 2007).  Numbers indicate anterior-






Figure S7.  Optogenetic silencing of ACC in two-step task, related to figure 6.  A)  Stay probabilities analysis on 
stimulated (red) and non-stimulated (blue) trials in JAWS (top panel) and GFP (bottom panel).  B) Evidence from 
RL model comparison for perseveration and model-free RL at the motor level raises a possible alternative 
interpretation of why ACC inhibition reduced the influence of common vs rare state transitions on choices.  This 
is because the state transition determines which second-step state the subject ends up in, and hence the motor 
action required to repeat the choice on the next trial.  To test whether motor-level factors can account for the 
ACC inhibition effect, we analysed the ACC inhibition data using a logistic regression analysis including an 
additional predictor same motor action which coded a tendency to repeat choices when this required the same 
motor action as the previous trial (e.g. left→top).  Although same motor action significantly predicted repeating 
choice (P<0.0001, bootstrap test), ACC inhibition had no effect on the same motor action predictor (P=0.94 
uncorrected), and the effect of ACC inhibition on the  common/rare transition predictor remained significant 
(Bonferoni corrected P=0.0032, stim-by-group interaction P=0.032).   This analysis, and the selective association 
between the strength of opto effect across subjects and the subjects use of model-based RL (Figure 6E), argue 
that the effect of ACC inhibition on sensitivity to action-state transitions is mediated by disrupted model-based 




Figure S8.  Optogenetic silencing of ACC in probabilistic reversal learning task, related to figure 6.  A) Diagram 
of apparatus and trial events.  B)  Example session, black line shows exponential moving average (tau = 8 trials) 
of choices, grey bars indicate reward probability blocks with y position of bar indicating whether left or right side 
has high reward probability or a neutral block. C) Choice probability trajectories around reversal in reward 
probabilities: Pale blue line – average trajectory, dark blue line – exponential fit, shaded area – cross-subject 
standard deviation.  D) Logistic regression analysis showing predictor loadings for stimulated (red) and non-
stimulated (blue) trials, for the ACC JAWS (left panel) and GFP controls (right panel).  Bars indicate 95% 
confidence intervals on the population mean, dots indicate maximum a posteriori (MAP) subject fits.  * indicates 
significant difference (P<0.05, Bonferroni corrected for six predictors) between stimulated and non-stimulated 
trials. 
